Political cartoon analysis open door policy worksheet

The open door political cartoon meaning. Political cartoons analysis example. Political cartoon analysis open door policy worksheet answers. Political cartoon analysis answer key.
This U.S. Imperialism political cartoon analysis activity examines the Open Door Policy in China. I use these primary source analysis activities to help prepare my students for the state End of Course (EOC) Exam— a.k.a. the “Political Cartoon Test.” :) These analysis sheets include Level 1, 2, and 3 questions. I have updated this product to include
different versions of the analysis sheet. I know I like having different options! • One-Page Version: This is a one-page version of the analysis sheet. Perfect for interactive notebooks! • Class Set Version: Have a strict copying limit policy at your school? No worries! This version has the cartoon and all the questions from the long version on the same
page. Perfect for making a class set that you can use with all your classes! • Long Version: Two-page version with additional questions. All versions have two options: 1) unlabeled, and 2) labeled (in order to clarify the text). The labeled version is great for finicky copy machines! • Answer Keys: Answer keys with suggested answers. I hope you find this
product helpful! Home Politics, Law & Government International Relations THIS PRESENTATION INCLUDES:New Frontier, Opposition to New Frontier, Tax Rates, Minimum Wage, Inflation, US Steel, Civil Rights Movement, Segregation, Robert Kennedy, Kennedy wanting to stay out of Civil Rights Issue, Freedom Riders, Beatings and Bombings,
Cooling off request, School segregation, University of Mississippi, James Meredith, Ross Barnett, Edwin Walker, Ole Miss Riots, Battle of Oxford, Troops sent in, Meredith March Against Fear, Meredith shooting, Kennedy Rethinks Policy, George WPage 2**See this resource in action in my classroom here.**Back to School Night or Open House, is the
first time we meet students and their families. With so much going on, it’s important to be organized, so families know what to do. Having a clear Open-House Game Plan leaves you, the teacher, available to greet your new class and make everyone feel welcome. Wanting students and families to become familiar with our learning space, I place
‘Scavenger Hunt’ signs around the room (email lists, supply droPage 3Time for Back to schooL! Students and families will remember the very first impression- make it memorable! With this product you can create easily personalized and customized back to school, Meet the Teacher, or Open House gifts for your students.Simply edit, print, and attach
to trinkets such as pencils, Blow Pops, Starburst, goldfish, juice boxes, cookies, glow sticks, etc.All pages are labeled with the coordinating treat ideas.There are two different versions of each treat tag: print andPage 4This resource was designed to encourage students go beyond basic computation and take their understanding of the common core
standards to the next level. Often times students are asked to write about how they solve a problem, come up with problems of their own, and demonstrate their understanding in a variety of ways. These math pages give students the opportunity to explain their thinking, create their own word problems, make observations, make lists, draw
conclusions, and much more. These wPage 5Open House Presentationby This product includes 21 slides to help you organize your Open House presentation and impress your new group of parents! Slide headings include: Welcome Slide - Open House/Curriculum Night/Parent Night About Me Curriculum Schedule Classroom Behavior Newsletter
Birthdays Grading Policy Homework Policy Testing Volunteers Field Trips School Programs Important Dates Wish List Resources Contact Info Additional Information 3 Blank Slides You can add your own content to each slide! Slide headers cannOpen and Closed Syllables & More use a variety of multisyllabic words with the 6 syllable types build word
fluency and vocabulary that strengthen reading comprehension with these multisyllabic Word Triangle cards and Sentence Comprehension cards! Students practice reading words that are broken into syllables to build word fluency, then strengthen comprehension by reading sentences and choosing the correct multisyllabic word to fit the sentence.
Great activities for reading interventions, smaIf you've been paying attention to the assessments that are following the Common Core State Standards, then you know that we need to raise rigor in our classrooms when it comes to problem solving. These problems will help prepare students for performance task assessments. Each of these seven
problems is a full page (or more) of reading to help students practice reading for understanding in math problems. The problems are open ended, meaning that students can come to more than one answer. TheThis resource includes 200 task cards with a variety of number line problems, including Open Number Lines and traditional number lines with
intervals of 1, 2, 5 and 10. The number lines range from 1-1,200. Use the task cards at Guided Math Stations or have students solve 1 number line problem each day during morning work to build proficiency all year long!These Number Lines are designed to truly challenge your students. With repeated practice and exposure, your students will
develop strong nuTypes:Open Number Lines: Task Cards {Addition and Subtraction}by Open Number Lines: Task CardsThe Common Core standards call for students to use number line strategies flexibly and efficiently. I realized that while my 3rd and 4th grade students were familiar with basic number line concepts, they were struggling to
understand them beyond the surface level or to use them effectively as a problem-solving strategy. They could create number lines with 1-unit intervals starting at 0, but had difficulty working with number lines beyond this level. Open number linesAre you looking for challenging math problems that keep your students engaged, apply the math you
have taught, and meet the standards of the Common Core or other rigorous math standards? Looking for a short, ready-to-print problem solving "project" that can make for a meaningful math lesson? Want to help nurture a growth mindset about math?This resource is for you! You might have seen these individual sets--some of my BEST selling
problem solving resources. Now that set 6 is complete, I haveThis interactive printable & digital bundle promotes mastery of syllable division rules & syllable sorting by breaking down complicated syllable types(open & closed, vowel pairs, silent e, Cle & Bossy R syllables) & rules into strategies kids can actually use for chunking, segmenting, and
decoding larger words. Aligned with Science of Reading. The PRINTABLE resource(not Boom Cards) is ready for use with Easel by TpT™.Without a strategy for chunking longer words into manageablOpen Ended Questions Center Postersby Language in Early Childhood Education is one of the most powerful tools we have to engage children in
learning. When using opened ended questions: we can stretch children's reasoning ability, critical thinking skills, curiosity for learning, creativity and since of independence. This makes the learning process about absorbing and reflecting on all facets of the material in a natural and curious state. These posters are meant to be placed in learning
center areas, to remind us and others workiSubjects:Thank You for Popping In popcorn labels (open house)by I am the type of teacher who appreciates parents poking their heads in once in a while to see how things are going. In my building, there are many parents I'll never meet all year long and some I wish would stop in more often. So, I've taken a
Pinterest idea and added to it a little bit. Since I want to encourage more pop ins, I've added the sentence "Please pop in again!" I plan to use these labels to make popcorn thank you gifts. I will hand them out on the first day of school which is whPage 6Open Syllables vs Closed Syllables Sorting WorksheetsAre you looking for fun open and closed
syllable activities? Try these cut and paste worksheets. They can be used in stations or for homework.There are 2 worksheets in this set. Words:Worksheet # 1:Open syllable: he, no, so, why, my, spyClosed syllables: cat, dog, pass, pig, glad, slimWorksheet # 2:Open syllable: be, she, go, we, by, flyClosed Syllables: in, at, box, shut, pet, chickRelated
Products:Open Syllable vs Closed Syllable Christmas TPage 723 Hand-Drawn Back to School Coloring PagesThese hand-drawn "Back to School" coloring pages are perfect for kicking off the beginning of the new school year and for welcoming in a wonderful year ahead! Perfect for classrooms (back to school night, open house, centers, early finishers,
bulletin boards) or families (take a stack to your favorite restaurant to color, morning invitations to create, bringing on airplanes, etc.). They work perfectly with your favorite crayons, markers, colored pencilsPage 8This is every farmhouse classroom dream! It has a cute ship lap background and boxwood wreath theme. It would be an easy addition to
your back to school night, meet the teacher, open house, or parent night. It includes:- A teacher trifold pamphlet where you can include your class rules, grades, schedule, wish list, and any other important information you want parents to keep.- Station rotations for parents to sign up for text reminders, sign up for volunteers, fill out paper work, or
find theirPage 9Dot Art Open Ended Bundle | Seasonsby WHY DOT ART? Dot art is fun for all ages and a great way to immediately reinforce ANY skill...Oh, and it's NO PREP!! Just print and use on the spot! It'a also ideal for mixed groups because you can address ANY skill! Use them for articulation therapy to easily get 100+ trials with your littlest
and busiest kids because they keeps little hands and minds busy. However, big kids love these, too!What’s in this bundle?An open ended dot art download for each of the 4 seasons! You'll get fall, summer,Open House Activities - Scavenger Hunt and Power Pointby Open House, Meet the Teacher, or Back to School Night can be stressful! You want to
appear prepared, organized, and excited about the upcoming school year, because it is crucial to make a positive first impression with students and parents. This resource was designed to help alleviate some of that stress. The resources in this file will help you stay organized and will prevent you from leaving anything out. Thescavenger hunt allows
parents and students to be active and engaged as they explore tOpen Syllable Worksheetsby Introduce students to open syllables with these no-prep printables and posters. Students will learn that an open syllable occurs when a vowel is at the end of the syllable, resulting in the long vowel sound. Print and hang the open door poster to remind
students that when the syllable is open, the vowel will be long. This resource includes three worksheets for student practice.Identifying open syllables vs. closed syllables Sorting open syllables by long vowel soundsNonsense word sort: open vs.Everyone loves ice cream! As your students open and run their own ice cream shop, they also learn about
the history of ice cream, entrepreneurship, and economics. This student-centered (real-world) project based learning math unit incorporates collaboration and differentiation by providing student choice. This OPEN AN ICE CREAM SHOP real-world math challenge requires students to use inquiry, critical thinking, and their creative minds during the
high-interest cross-curricular activities [math, sOpen House Wish List Slipsby Quick and easy, print and go wish list slips for open house! When you have a mile long list of things to finish before students and parents arrive, these will take you no time to prep. These wish list slips are ready to go, and you can get them all cut using a paper cutter in no
time! I simply lay these out on a decent sized table for parents and students to see before they leave Open House. You could also display on a whiteboard or string and clip them to a piece of yarn or thin rope! So many oOur Building Word Fluency & Comprehension BIG Bundle contains all TWELVE of our Building Fluency resources! These resources
build fluency at the multisyllabic word level, then build into fluency at the phrases level. Finally, fluency within short connected text level with comprehension questions. Students must provide text evidence for their answers. These resources are wonderful tools to use during RTI reading interventions, guided reading groups, and even literacy
centers. New - Google ClThis fun Math project-based learning activity teaches students math and business skills while they design and plan their surf shop opening! Standards covered include geometry, money skills, graphing, percentages, and more! It's great for Common Core Math and other state standards! Help your students practice real-life and
math skills with this quality math project. It even includes a teacher guide walking you through each step. Differentiation and student choice is built into all of my PBLs!YourWishlist Board | Meet the Teacher | Open Houseby Use this PowerPoint File to display your classroom wishlist items for your Back to School or Meet the Teacher night! Simply
project the image that you wish to use on your board. Then, easily type your classroom wishlist items onto the shapes so that you can print, cut out, and tape onto the projected image on your board! To help save on ink consumption, you could also put sticky notes on the projected image on the board instead. **Please note that this is a PowerPoint file
and you MUST have PowePop It Fidget Toy Open House Tag (Thanks for popping in!)by Looking for something to get students excited for the school year? These are great gift tags to use at any open house, back to school bash, or first day!You can use this gift tag with any Pop It (Push Pop) fidget toys!I'm using this with Pop It toys that are found on
amazon. They offer many choices in size, colors, shapes, and amount in sets.Product I used (July 2021): ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o07_s00?ie=UTF8&psc=1Product I used (November 2021):Download Preview FilePlease make sure to download the preview file. Please ensure that it is appropriate for your grade level prior to purchasing.These open and
closed syllable activities are perfect for small group instruction and differentiated delivery. It provides a variety of different resources to ensure you are reaching each of your students. This Open & Closed Multisyllabic Words Product includes:Roll & Read Roll & WriteWord SearchWorksheetsSyllable Sorts Board GamesSyllablePage 10 SLPs: Need an
open-ended game to use with your articulation or language flashcards? Teachers/Counselors: Need a fun holiday game to play in small groups? I have the perfect game for you! Updated in 2020 to include quick lists for quick targets for speech and language to use with this open-ended game (the quick lists have common articulation targets: p, b, m, n,
t, d, y, w, k, g, f, v, l, s, z, sh, ch, j, th, r, vocalic r, blends); the language targets include: antonyms/synonyms, compare/contraPage 11Build A Turkey: Open-ended Game + Quick Lists for Articulation and Language Speech therapy targetsSLPs: Need an open-ended game to use with your articulation or language flashcards? Teachers/Counselors: Need
a fun holiday game to play in small groups? I have the perfect game for you! Updated in 2020 to include quick lists for quick targets for speech and language to use with this open-ended game (the quick lists have common articulation targets: p, b, m, n, t, d, y, w, k, g, f, v, l, s, z, sh, cPage 12Getting ready for your Back to School Open House or Meet
the Teacher is as easy as 1, 2, 3 with this pre-made, editable Open House poster set. Simply edit (if you wish), print, and display around your room. PERFECT for Open House, Meet the Teacher, and Curriculum Nights You can choose to use my text or edit and add your own! These signs feature beautiful clipart and a shabby-chic burlap background.
Enjoy! Copyright 2016 Becca Wertheim at The Teacher's PassportPage 13Spring Open Ended Games for ANY skill | Boom Cards™by Digital Boom Cards™ are a fun and easy for your students or clients to practice any skill. These 20 spring themed drag and drop games do just THAT and help you tackle mixed skill groups in speech therapy! Positively
reinforce & motivate your students' work & effort during lessons. These make WORK feel like PLAY. 19 games are for 2-4 players and one is for 2-5 players.Students drag characters and items on the screen to the center image in order to try and reveal hidden objects, and whoevOpen House Scavenger Hunt EDITABLEby Tales of a Tennessee Teacher
*UPDATED!! This product now includes a template for BOTH open house and a classroom scavenger hunt!*Get parents and students up and moving during open house with this fun and EDITABLE scavenger hunt!This product includes a high-resolution JPEG image file of the product that can be edited to fit your needs.The fonts that will need to be
downloaded to match the example areKG LEGO HOUSEKG BLANK SPACE SOLIDBoth fonts are free to use for personal use ONLY.Questions? Lets connect on InstagramMake your First Week of School a breeze with these Meet the Teacher and Parent Open House editable slideshows! I use these Google Slides presentations as a script so that I don't
forget to mention anything that I need to cover during when going over Procedures and Routines on the first week of school and during Back to School night. You can edit it by simply replacing my information with your own and you can even add in your own slides to fit your needs. Using a slideshow is a great way to introFall Farm Core Vocabulary
BOOM CARDS™: OPEN IT & I SEEby Your students are going to LOVE targeting the phrases "Open it" and "I see" while exploring the barn to find animals hiding inside in this interactive core vocabulary Boom Card™ activity! Your student will receive repetitive practice of these key core phrases while opening the door of the barn to reveal an animal
hiding inside! On the next card, your student will be able to describe what they see hiding in the barn using the phrase, "I see". There are 15 cards for each target phrase! (Note: ThisEditable Rae Dunn Open House Made Easyby The Rae Dunn Open House Made Easy Resource was made with busy teachers in mind! While the hustle and bustle of the
new year approaches not many teachers have time to create and organize their Open House/Meet the Teacher documents. This one resource will provide you with everything you need for easy, one stop print and go resources for your families. This resource is an editable PDF, and fonts will download within the document so you will NOT have to
worry about fonts or anything! :-) Please be sGrades:Want to have a more organized and smoothly run open house? This product contains open house stations with a fun Tie-Dye Theme! There are 10 different stations that are editable to meet your needs. This will make your meet the teacher night run smoothly as parents will follow through the
different stations. Included:10 station signs and forms (editable) Start Here: Parents sign in a pick up a checklist (editable).Supplies: Parents put community supplies in "bins". Supply labels are provideOpen House Scavenger Hunt for Preschoolby This SCAVENGER HUNT will help your students and families learn about the classroom during your
meet the teacher or open house event! The text in this open house scavenger hunt is EDITABLE so you can adjust the wording to meet your needs, or type it in another language to best meet the needs of your students. How Does It Work? STEP 1: Download and save the document to your computer STEP 2: Open the document with the most recent
version of free Adobe Reader STEP 3: Type your own text into theThis form is an All About Me Student and Parent Questionnaire and Information Sheet. It is designed to be easy for parents to fill out and for teachers to use as a quick reference throughout the year. The open ended questions allow parents to communicate their concerns without filling
out pages of questions. The fun doodle clip art makes this form interesting and appropriate for all ages. There is a student portion and a parent portion. The simplicity of the questions is also helpful for ESL fThis project can be used at any point during the school year to build classroom culture, trust, and relationships. Combining art, science, and
writing, this activity allows students to reflect on the events in their lives that have shaped them into the people they are today. Student will have creative freedom to express themselves in selecting which events best represent their personal journeys, as well as how to artistically represent their growth. I have done this project with four sets of
stuScience Themed Virtual Meet the Teacher or Open Houseby Are you looking for a fun, professional way to welcome your science students? This set of Google Slides may be just the ticket! This resource includes everything you need to introduce yourself, share information, and even gather information about your students. The fun science theme is
eye catching and will definitely get your year started off right.What do I have to do?All you need to do is select from the pre-made slides or create your own with the included blank slide, fill in the informationPage 14This editable resource includes editable meet the teacher letter, open house forms, welcome signs, stations, sign-in, student information
sheet, parent contact log, volunteer sign up sheet and form, weekly behavior report, schedule, class list, wish list, to-do list, scavenger hunt and more.INCLUDED: Black and white version included.Welcome signs Station signs Thank you note Table tents Gift tags Binder Covers (spines not included)Supply labels Bin labels Wish list/donations signs
(circle signs)Page 15Score a homerun with these Sports Meet the Teacher editable templates! You’ll find Sports Meet the Teacher station signs, teacher letters, parent forms, wish list cards, and more to make your Open House run smoothly. Set up parent stations with the station signs or use the slides as a PowerPoint presentation! Customize
your Meet the Teacher with the EDITABLE files -OR- use the ready-to-use posters provided with the EDITABLE files.Perfect for Meet the Teacher, Open House, Meet and Greet, Parent OPage 16This packet includes seasonal/holiday related do-a-dot sheets from Back to School through the Fourth of July, as well as loads of thematic pages! These are
perfect reinforcer pages for a variety of activities--articulation, wh questions, pronouns, verbs, anything you can imagine! Leave the pages blank and use with magnetic rounds, dot with bingo daubers, have students write their articulation/language target in each circle before beginning (a sound in isolation, a pas tense verb, etc.). My studePage
17Follow my Store for 50% Off all new products, great freebies, and giveaways. This bundle combines all of my open-ended math questions products. It targets numbers, fractions and decimals, money, chance, data, probability, and word problems. Open-ended questions provide an entry point for all students and allow the teacher to quickly gauge the
varying levels of knowledge and understanding in the classroom. The PDFs are intended to be displayed on an interactive whiteboard and students could answePage 18Nearly 50 pages of fun and engaging NO PREP printables to practice open vowel words, such as me, he, go, and no. You can use these worksheets and cut and paste activities as
literacy stations, independent work, morning work, homework, or small group work! *This is a great supplemental resource for Benchmark Literacy Phonics Unit 11.* Included in this pack: ~Word lists with pictures (1) ~Read, Write, Stamp (2) ~Stamp a Word (2) ~Write a Word {without a word bank - 3} ~Write a Word {with a wordPage
19Everything you need to create a Back to School Open House / Meet the Teacher Day! We know how busy back-to-school time is, so we have this kid themed Meet the Teacher Day ( centers, activities, printables, etc.) all planned for you! Perfect for Kindergarten, TK, Preschool, and/or First Grade.To help avoid some of the first day jitters, we invite
our students to a Meet the Teacher event before school starts. This gives the students a chance to “meet the teacher,” get familiar with the classroomPage 20This product includes a sign in sheet for Open House that has spaces for student names, parent names, phone numbers, e-mail addresses, and asks parents if they would like to volunteer. It is
decorated with books and pencils. Included is an idea for storing this information for quick access later. Check out my other open house sign in sheets. I have a star/Hollywood theme, tropical jungle birds and green leaves, an ocean theme, butterfly theme, and many more. If you need something specific, contaPage 21Open House Thanks for Popping
inby A perfect way to say "Thank You" for those who "Popped" into your Open House or supply drop off night! Choose from two fun labels or use both to attach to popcorn for each student. Enjoy!Grades:0Open and Closed Syllable 40 Task Cards! Pintables! CCSSby This set of 40 task cards will allow your kids some extra practice on correctly dividing
open and closed syllable words! THIS IS INCLUDED IN THE 3RD GRADE READING STREET STORY RESOURCE PACK "PENGUIN CHICKS". Included: * 20 ways to use task cards * Open and Closed Syllable Anchor Chart * Teacher directions sheet * Student directions poster * 40 multiple choice task cards * Recording sheet and answer key *
Worksheet in which students divide 10 words correctly and identify open or closed syllableOPEN AND CLOSED SYLLABLE INTERACTIVE POWERPOINTby This resource must be opened in Powerpoint. It is animated so you will be required to play this slide using the slideshow tab across the top. Please do not edit the individual slides or the
animations and formatting might alter. If this does happen, just delete the document from your computer and re-download it from TPT. These slides are designed to assist you when teaching open and closed syllable words to your students. If any slides do not apply to you, simply delete the slide by selecting inThis open-ended language deck will be
your new go-to for teletherapy AND in-person sessions! It allows you to target virtually ANY goal! This deck includes:Build a Sandwich ActivityBuild a Burger ActivityBuild a Taco ActivityBuild a Pizza ActivityBuild a Cupcake ActivityBuild a S'more ActivityHere are some ideas using this deck: Target requesting and commenting by having the student
request the toppings they want (I WANT ___) , or comment on what they see (I SEE ___) / tell you what they like (IThis BUNDLE of EVERYTHING YOU NEED to teach the Area Model (Also known as the Open Array Model or Box Model). This set includes 2 complete lessons for 2-digit x 2-digit multiplication problems in the form of class presentations
(PDF files) for a Smartboard (or other projection screens), a differentiated and scaffolded worksheet set, and a reference poster. EDITABLE worksheets are included!The two classroom presentations are perfect for a SmartBoard or other projection screen. You also receive woRACE is a strategy used to help students organize their thinking when
writing a text dependent, open response answer. I have used this strategy in my class for over three years in grades second through fourth and saw a lot of improvement in my students’ mastery of writing open response answers. Their answers went from short, incorrectly citing evidence, beginning with “because” to full answers with evidence,
explanations and transition words. RACE is a writing acronym used to help students writEverything you need to create a Back to School Open House/ Meet the Teacher Day- Superhero Style!To help avoid some of the first day jitters, we invite our students to a Meet the Teacher event before school starts. This gives the students a chance to “meet the
teacher,” get familiar with the classroom in a fun way (superhero mission = scavenger hunt), do some engaging back to school activities that introduce some of the manipulatives and areas in our classroom they will be using, meet other claTravel Themed Open House (editable)by Traulsen's Teaching Tidbits Every year my school has a school wide
theme and this year, ours is "Let the Adventure Begin" or travel themed!I wanted something different, and thus this Open House/ Meet the Teacher night bundle was created! (it also goes along with my Back to School Bulletin Board set) This bundle includes:- Signs for open house stations- Volunteer, Sign In & Going Home forms- Student Gift TagsWelcome Banner - Welcome sign for K-5th- Photo booth Props for K-5th Make sure to view the preview file + leaveTypes:Practice reading Open and Closed Syllables with this fun board game! The open door represents an open syllable and the closed door represents a closed syllable! Print version includes color and b/w game boards, 79 word cards,
open and closed syllable postersDigital Google Slides™ version includes 1 pre-made game and editable game board template. Embedded dice and moveable game pieces. To access the digital version, download the pdf and click on the laptop on the cover page to make a copy to your1st Grade problem solving tasks covering the common core
standards!!The problem types included:► provide opportunities to represent ideas using models► encourage the use of multiple solution paths ► boost critical and reasoning skills► develop written expressionThese math problems are perfect for math centers, morning work, problem of the day, early finisher work and
more.▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁▁What's in this resource?► 180 math problems on task cards AND "no prep" task sheets for ePage 22This resource is everything you need to rock an Open House Night or Meet the Teacher Night! There are many documents, different styles, black and white and color. The bundle follows a
lemonade theme. Paired perfectly with lemonade, water bottles and Crystal Light packets, Lemon Carbonated Waters, etc. Bundle Include:White and black polka dot banner Blue and white striped bannerBlack and white striped banner with lemons4x6 Signs in: Student Info, Transportation, Volunteer, Student Interests,Page 23Open Number Line Task
Cardsby If your students can use additional practice using open number lines to add and subtract two-digit numbers, this set of differentiated task card activities might be just what you need! Thirteen sets of twelve task cards, recording sheets, and answer keys are included. Great for scoot games or math centers! Use them at different points
throughout your unit or assign different sets to different groups of students. The following sets are included: Frog Hoppin’ Open Number Line Equations (AdditiOpen House, Meet the Teacher Brochure Pamphletby Are you looking for a vibrant and colorful Back to School Night Brochure? Wow, your families with this vibrant and glittery Open House
and Meet the Teacher Brochure and Pamphlet!*This trifold pamphlet allows you to add your own text boxes and you can add your own information.*Categories include:-Welcome to-Teacher Contact Information-About the Teacher-Extra Help Hours-Classroom Supplies-Classroom Expectations-Curriculum-Homework Policy-Late Work Policy*It also
includes a BLANK TEMPLATE in GoogleThis FUN bundle of speech therapy activities will be the perfect new addition to your SLP toolbox! Includes 10 different types of themed activities to easily obtain high repetitions during drill while targeting ANY speech and language goal. Students receive multiple opportunities to complete most activities.
Holiday and seasonal activities may vary slightly. These fine motor tasks and games help take the guesswork out of lesson planning ALL YEAR LONG! Use this product to engage and reward your563 Open Ended Mini Homework Sheets for Artic Speech Therapyby At a Glance:-563 open-ended question sheets perfect for articulation homework-140
pages worth of thought-provoking sentences you'll love-100+ hours of learning and laughterAbout These Mini Homework Sheets:I'm just going to come right out and say it - my students used to NEVER do their speech therapy homework. This fact got me frustrated because I believe that when students actually practice articulation OUTSIDE of the
speech room (for example: at home), their communication abilities grow much faKindergarten Open House Packetby Emily Ortiz- Kindergarten HappyIn this packet I have put together some forms and resources that I use for open house. I hope you can use these to make your open house/meet the teacher night a success! I have included both color
copies and blacklines of each form. Enjoy! Included are the following: -welcome to open house checklist -open house sign-in -first day of school afternoon transportation list -kindergarten star coloring page (to keep kids busy while the grown ups talk :) ) -welcome to kindergarten letter and templateTypes:Open House Family Activityby Open
House/Back to School Night provides families with a glimpse into the classroom where their child will spend the next 10 months. I want families to know what their child thinks about the room, the day, and the upcoming grade. In turn, the students will get a chance to read their family member's thoughts after open house. This activity includes a
"Welcome to My Classroom" note for the students to complete prior to the evening and a "Good Morning" note to be completed by the family member thatPage 24This powerpoint is the perfect way to introduce the basics of your classroom to both parents and students alike! Includes 30+ slides that have:Welcome slide, Meet the Teacher, Our
Schedule, Morning Routine, Dismissal, Leaving the Room, Class Jobs, Class Expectations, Homework Policy, Attendance Policy, Grading Policy, Behavior Plan, Reward System, School Supplies, Contact Info, Teacher Wishlist, Field Trips, Parent Volunteers, Important Info, Important Dates, and Blank Slides!This product is alsPage 25SLPs, these openended pages are perfect for your elementary articulation or phonology therapy sessions! No prep required, these artic pages work year round - simply print and go.A total of 35 pages are included:12 pages of open-ended activities to use with any target sound list (dots game, 100s chart, blank circles)12 pages of speech sound word lists to fill in /ch, f,
g, k, l, r, s, s blends, sh, th, v/ & /z/11 pages of speech sound coloring pages for /ch, f, g, k, l, r, s, sh, th, v/ &amPage 26This is presentation is great to add to your Rainbow Boho themed classroom! Great for Open House or Parent night. It Includes over 30 slides, with blank slides to customize with any additional information. Also, any slide you do not
need, can simply be deleted. Also included are forms that will make your Open House stress free!Included in PowerPoint:Meet your New Teacher, School Supplies, Daily Schedule, Classroom Rules, Lunch Procedures, Grading Policy, Dismissal, Homework, Attendance, Reading,
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